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Abstract [Context] In an industrial project, we addressed the challenge of developing a software-based
video generator such that consumers and providers of video processing algorithms can benchmark them on
a wide range of video variants.

[Objective] This article aims to report on our positive experience in modeling, controlling, and imple-
menting software variability in the video domain.

[Method] We describe how we have designed and developed a variability modeling language, called
VM, resulting from the close collaboration with industrial partners during two years. We expose the specific
requirements and advanced variability constructs we developed and used to characterize and derive variations
of video sequences.

[Results] The results of our experiments and industrial experience show that our solution is effective to
model complex variability information and supports the synthesis of hundreds of realistic video variants.

[Conclusions] From the software language perspective, we learned that basic variability mechanisms
are useful but not enough; attributes and multi-features are of prior importance; meta-information and spe-
cific constructs are relevant for scalable and purposeful reasoning over variability models. From the video
domain and software perspective, we report on the practical benefits of a variability approach. With more
automation and control, practitioners can now envision benchmarking video algorithms over large, diverse,
controlled, yet realistic datasets (videos that mimic real recorded videos) – something impossible at the
beginning of the project.
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1 Introduction

Numerous organizations manage variability, encoded as features or configuration options, to extend, change,
customize or configure multiple kinds of artifacts (e.g., hardware devices, operating systems or user inter-
faces) [1,2]. The delivery of hundreds of variants promises to achieve substantial profit in terms of customer
satisfaction, mass customization, or market presence. Variability techniques have been successfully applied
in many domains such as automotive, avionics, printers, mobile, or operating systems [3–5]. However, differ-
ent domains and applications pose specific challenges to variability engineering, both in terms of modeling
language and implementation. Practitioners need empirically-tested techniques and languages for efficiently
modeling and implementing variability in a systematic and scalable manner. Berger et al. [6] warn that
the lack of experience reports on variability modeling techniques may impede the progress of variability
research. The goal of this article is precisely to report on the use of variability techniques in the video
domain and in an industrial setting.

Specifically, in a project involving providers and consumers of vision algorithms, we faced the challenge of
synthesizing video sequence variants with software. This challenge is very original given the kind of artifact
that varies (videos) and its domain (video analysis). The current practice to obtain videos is to collect or to
film them. The participants of the project pointed out that the current practice is not economically viable or
sufficient for testing video analyzers. We give more specific details in Section 2, but essentially, high costs and
complex logistics are required to (1) film videos in real locations and (2) annotate videos with the expected
results (ground truths). The difficulties of the current practice to obtain an input set of testable videos
brought our attention. In this article, we report on our experience applying a variability-based solution to
the problem. The objective of our variability approach was first; i) to automate the synthesis of large datasets
(video variants) corresponding to a combination of features and attributes (configurations); and ii) to control

the synthesis process (selecting the characteristics of the desired videos). This prevents the derivation of
invalid or unrealistic video variants (e.g., some features of the video are known to be incompatible); covers
a large diversity of video variants to test algorithms in different, varying settings, and allows practitioners
to scope the synthesis (select a subset of video variants) and specify the kinds of video variants they want
to obtain.

This article aims to report insights on how variability modeling techniques have been used in an industrial
setting. Throughout different iterations, we integrated multiple constructs – existing in the literature and
implemented in different variability languages – into a single solution. We also introduce some new constructs
to ease off the reasoning capabilities required for sampling the set of configurations used as test-suite. The
resulting solution is a new language, called VM1, for modeling variability of videos and achieving the synthesis
of a set of video variants. In the remainder of the article, we use the terms ”feature” and ”attribute” to
refer to Boolean or numerical information that describe the characteristics of a video (e.g., the luminance
level, whether there are distractors, vehicles, etc.). The combinations of features and attributes’ values are
called configurations and are exploited to synthesize concrete variants of videos.

We show that Boolean variability constructs, though useful, are clearly not sufficient in the video domain
as it has to cope with numeric parameters (also called attributes) and features appearing several times (also
called clones [7] or multi-features [8]). For example, speed is an attribute of a vehicle that can take different
values across videos, and vehicle is a multi-feature as each video can show several vehicles configured with
different speed values. In addition to the support of attributes and multi-features, we describe several lan-
guage constructs of VM. For example: attribute default values, deltas to discretize continuous domain values,
objective functions to filter relevant configurations, multi-ranges for attributes domains, meta-information,
etc. Furthermore, VM provides additional constructs for having an effect on the automated reasoning about
configurations. Reasoning has multiple interests [9]; it can be used to sample valid configurations, to inter-
actively configure a system (in different steps or stages), to find the ”best” configuration, etc. The need of
reasoning capabilities has two additional motivations in our context. First, video experts can better control

the way configurations are generated – precluding irrelevant videos while ensuring the coverage of relevant
testing scenarios. Second, users can proactively reduce the computational time of automated reasoning op-
erations in charge of sampling valid configurations. Such reasoning is based on solving techniques and may
be expensive since numerous combinations of values are possible; we provide language mechanisms to scale
up the reasoning.

This article is a significant extension of a paper published at ISSTA conference in 2014 [10]. Our early
work [10] contributed in the software testing field, but did neither describe nor evaluate our variability
language. It did not report on insights of our overall variability solution either. We provide here in-depth

1 VM stands for Variability Modeling. In essence, VM is a variability language and shares many properties of e.g., feature
modeling languages. We chose the acronym VM since it may also stand for Video Modeling, hence the word play.
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details of our close collaboration (with the industrial partners during two years) that has lead to the design
of VM. We also describe the role of the VM language when developing the video generator we demonstrated
at SPLC conference in 2014 [11].

This article addresses the lack of solid evaluation of the impact of variability models on the industry [12,
6,13–15]. The novel constructs of VM have been discussed, validated, and developed with participants of
the project during meetings and technical development. Finally, we highlight the benefits of a variability
approach in the video domain. Our recent development [16] further increased the quality of the video
generator and was possible because of proper variability management with VM. We are now capable of
synthesizing hundreds of video variants – something impossible at the beginning of the project – opening
avenues for large-scale benchmarking of video algorithms.

This article addresses the following research questions: What are the practical considerations of applying
our variability language VM (RQ1)? How effective are VM language constructs for reasoning (RQ2)? What
are the practical benefits of a variability-based approach (RQ3)? What are the commonalities and differences
between constructs of VM and state-of-the-art variability languages (RQ4)? We hope the description of VM

and the experience report can help researchers and practitioners in the application of variability modeling
techniques and languages.

In summary, this article provides the following contributions:

– A description of VM, a variability language resulting from the close collaboration with industrial partners.
We expose the basic and advanced variability constructs we have to develop and use to characterize
variations of video sequences;

– The description of VM constructs that help automated reasoning operations for generating configurations
(with features and attributes) in an efficient and controlled way;

– Analytic and empirical results that show that VM language and the reasoning support fulfill the require-
ments of the project as well as the lessons learned when designing VM (Including a comparison with
other existing variability languages);

– A discussion on the benefits of a variability approach and an improvement of current practice: with more
automation and control, practitioners in the video domain can now envision to benchmark algorithms
over large, controlled, diverse, yet realistic datasets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 further describes the industrial problem of
video generation, reviews previous attempts, and outlines our variability-based approach. Section 3 describes
the research method. Section 4 reports on the three main iterations for designing VM. Section 5 introduces
VM including advanced mechanisms to address the specific requirements we faced for efficiently generat-
ing purposeful configurations. Section 6 evaluates our variability approach around four axes: (1) practical
considerations for applying feature models and VM, (2) empirical results w.r.t. the adequacy and effects of
the new constructs of VM (3) benefits of variability and improvements of practice (4) comparison of VM

to other existing variability languages. Section 7 discusses the threats to validity of our results. Section 8
reviews other related work. Section 9 presents concluding remarks and summarizes the lessons learned.

2 Industrial Problem and Overview of the Solution

In this section, we introduce the industrial problem and the limitations of current practice. We then briefly
describe our variability-based solution. The goal of this section is to provide an overview of both the problem
and the solution. Research methods, elicitation of requirements, details about the variability solution, and
validation of our contributions are provided in the next sections.

2.1 An Industrial Testing Problem

Video analysis systems are ubiquitous and crucial in modern society [17,18]. Their applications range from
video protection, crisis monitoring, to crowds’ analysis. Video sequences (videos in short) are acquired,
processed and analyzed to produce numerical or symbolic information. The corresponding information
typically raises alerts to human observers in case of interesting situations or events.

Depending on the goal of video sequence recognition, signal processing algorithms are assembled in dif-
ferent ways. Each algorithm is a complex piece of software, specialized in a specific task (e.g., segmentation,
object recognition, tracking). Even for a specific task, a one-size-fits-all algorithm, capable of being effi-
cient and accurate in all settings, is unlikely. The engineering of video sequence analysis systems, therefore,
requires to choose and configure the right combination of algorithms [18].
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The MOTIV project aims to improve the evaluation of computer vision algorithms such as those used
for surveillance or rescue operations. Two companies are part of the MOTIV project as well as the DGA
(the French governmental organization for defense procurement). The two companies develop and provide
algorithms for video analysis. A targeted scenario is usually as follows. First, airborne or land-based cameras
capture on-the-fly videos. Then, a video processing chain analyzes videos to detect and track objects, for
example, survivors in a natural disaster. Based on that information the military personnel triggers a rescue
mission quickly based on the video analysis information. The DGA typically consumes the video algorithms
of the two companies for implementing the processing chains.

The diversity of scenarios and signal qualities poses a difficult problem for all the partners of MOTIV:
which algorithms are best suited given a specific application? From the consumer side (the DGA), how to
choose, select and combine the algorithms? From the provider side (the two companies), how to guarantee
that the algorithms are appropriate for the targeted scenarios and robust to varying situations?

In practice, the engineering of such systems is an iterative process in which algorithms are combined and
tested on various kinds of inputs (video sequences). Practitioners can eventually determine what algorithms
are likely to fail or excel under certain conditions before the actual deployment in realistic settings such
as using those algorithms in rescue operations. Admittedly, practitioners rely on empirical and statistical
methods, based on numerous metrics (e.g., precision, recall, accuracy). Also, the major barrier remains to
find a suitable, comprehensive input set of video sequences for testing analysis algorithms.

2.2 Actual Practice and Early Attempts

The current testing practice is rather manual, very costly in time and resources needed, without any quali-
tative assurance (e.g., test coverage) of the inputs (e.g., see [19,20]). Specifically, our partners need to collect
videos to test their video analysis solutions and detection algorithms. They estimated that an input data set
of 153000 videos (of 3 minutes each) would correspond to 320 days of video footage and requires 64 years
of filming outdoors (working 2 hours a day). These numbers were calculated at the starting point of the
project, based on the previous experiences of the partners. Moreover videos themselves are not sufficient;
video practitioners need also to annotate videos in order to specify the expected results (i.e., ground truths)
of video algorithms. This activity increases the amount of time and effort as well.

Video Generator 

…
N  Videos 

Developers 

…

N  Configuration Files 

Developers and 
Domain Experts 

VM interpreter and 
configuration files 

customizer 
VM model 

VM Approach Old Approach 

Artifact(s) 

Processing 
 tool(s) 

modify 
N times 

 model 
 1 time  generates 

 generates 

Figure 1 Old process compared to the VM-based process for video generation

Another possible approach is to modify or transform existing videos. The first attempt was therefore to
create a video generator for producing customized videos – based on user preferences that were hard-coded
during the first versions. It was realized by the industrial partners of the project. The left-hand side of
Figure 1 shows this old (generative) approach. For deriving a variant, our partners had to manually comment
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lines or modify variable values directly in the video generator code to change the physical properties and
objects that appear in each video.

When the video generator was more mature, the partners together with us decided to create configuration
files to communicate input values instead of scattering the parameters in different source code files. In
particular, they employed Lua configuration files that have a simple structure based the pattern parameter

= value. Then, developers used Lua code and proprietary C++ libraries, developed by a MOTIV partner, to
process those configuration files and execute algorithms to alter, add, remove or substitute elements in base
videos. Lua is a widely used programming language (http://www.lua.org/). Details about the computer
vision algorithms that synthesize video variants are out of the scope of the paper. It should be noted that
the generator not only computes a video variant but also a ground truth (or gold standard). A ground truth
records the expected results and what objects of the video scenes should be recognized and tracked. It is used
to assess the performance of video algorithms (accuracy, precision, recall, etc.). The automated synthesis of
a ground truth is an important motivation behind the development of a video generator, since the manual
specification of expected results is a labour-intensive and very costly process.

Despite the availability of a video generator, the effort remains tedious, undisciplined, and manual. It
was still hard to construct large datasets – our partners have to manually modify the configuration file,
with the additional problem of setting non conflicting values. Also they ignore what kinds of situations are
covered or not by the set of videos, i.e., some kinds of videos may not be included in the dataset. Overall,
more automation and control were needed to synthesize video variants in order to cover a large diversity of
testing scenarios.

2.3 Variability Modeling Approach: An Overview

Figure 2 Three configurations files, generated from a VM model, and the three corresponding video variants

To overcome previous limitations, we introduced a variability-based approach (see right-hand side of
Figure 1). The key idea is that practitioners now explicitly model variability using the VM a variability
language we have developed in the project. This approach was developed from scratch but clearly inspired
with: First, FaMa[21] and FAMILIAR[22] languages as because they were developed by members of the
project. Second, by other more recent variability modeling languages such as Clafer[23,14]. Using the VM

language, variability is typically expressed in terms of mandatory, optional, mutually exclusive features, but
also attributes for encoding non-Boolean values (integers, floats or strings). As detailed in the remainder of
the paper, numerous other advanced constructs can be used for describing what can vary in a video.

A VM model is an abstraction of all possible Lua configuration files. It has the merit (1) of enforcing
constraints over attributes and values (precluding invalid configurations); (2) reasoning techniques (e.g., con-
straint programming or satisfiability techniques) can operate over the model to assign values to features and
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attributes in an efficient and sound way; (3) generative techniques can process the model to automatically
produce configuration files.

Specifically we developed reasoning operations for producing configuration sets that cover the t-wise2

criteria (while handling constraints and some objective functions over attributes).

Overall we can generate Lua configuration files (from a VM model) that the video generator can exploit
to produce numerous video variants. Figure 2 provides an excerpt of three configuration files, each coming
from a VM model. The three video variants (see bottom of Figure 2) correspond to the three configuration
files. The level of illumination, the distractors, or the blur levels have three different values and are examples
of what can vary in a video.

With this last approach and relying on the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) formulation presented
in [10], we have been able to generate two sets of diverse configurations. Specifically, we generated a first
set that introduces a lot of noises and moving objects for a very simple algorithm that detects everything
moving in the scene by comparing two photograms in a row. The second set was developed for challenging
tracking algorithms to keep the trajectory of a vehicle that crosses with another in the scene. For this second
generation, the set of videos maximizes the number of concurrent vehicles in the scene as well as the number
of occultants.

The generation of configurations was done locally, on a single computer. However, we distributed the
video generations into the french grid computing Grid’5000 (http://www.grid5000.fr), since the synthesis of
a video variant corresponding to one configuration takes between 30 minutes and 1 hour. Overall we have
been able to synthesize 300Gb of videos representing around 3958 different video sequences. The resulting
datasets were possible to obtain with a variability approach. The next sections will describe the introduction
of variability in the project, the different iterations for meeting the requirements, and the validation of our
work.

3 Research Method

Before going into details of VM (see Section 5), reasoning mechanisms (see Section 5.3) and an evaluation
of the variability-based solution (see Section 6), we now describe how we conducted our research.

Our method is based on applied research (also called technology research) in which the objective is to
create artifacts that are better in some manner than those already developed [25]. That is, the new artifacts
improve the previous ones in speed, safeness or any other technological characteristic. Once the new artifacts
are designed and developed, researchers have to show that the artifacts are complete with regards to the
original requirements. Specifically, we follow the main steps (as in applied research [25]):

– Problem statement: researchers look for the potential need of a new technology or new artifacts. In our
case it was the identification of the need of variability-based techniques for generating variants of videos;

– Contribution: in this step researchers actually develop a solution and create the artifacts supporting the
solution. We developed throughout different iterations a variability language and a video generator;

– Validation: in this final step, researchers verify that all the requirements required to improve the previous
solutions and, of course, to grant the solution of the problem have been fulfilled. We contrasted our results
with the practitioners so they agree with the proposed solution.

Figure 3 provides a retrospective of the project with all major steps of our research method (in yellow),
releases of the video generator (in red), iterations over the design of VM (in green), and workshops/technical
meetings (in blue).

Workshops and technical meetings. We employed project meetings to elicit requirements. During a
period of about 18 months, we participated in:

– five large meetings: each meeting consisted in a one-day workshop with all the partners. The duration of
each workshop was 6 hours and all participants were involved. In average, participants were 2 researchers
and 6 industrials. During the first meeting, we mainly learned about the problem of testing algorithms,
hearing the difficulties faced by both sides (consumers and providers of video algorithms); we also
explained variability principles and techniques. We then presented VM (see hereafter for more details
about the iterations), solicited and gathered feedback, and presented major evolutions at each meeting.
The last meeting was used to validate the realisticness of video variants;

2 t-wise methods are widely used in combinatorial testing. Concretely, t-wise methods reduce the number of tests to
execute while covering the interactions of t input parameters in a system. Also, the most common value for t is two
(pair-wise), which was demonstrated to be valid in a wide range of scenarios [24]
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Figure 3 Retrospective of the MOTIV project

– individual, physical meetings with the main developer of the video generator (from InPixal company) for
evolving the VM model in line with the Lua configuration files. Typically, the duration of such meetings
was 3 hours while 2 researchers and 1 industrial were involved;

– regular conversations with participants by email and phone (around one per week depending on avail-
ability).

The introduction of variability techniques in an industrial setting was not straightforward and rather
an iterative process. We incorporated some agile techniques regarding the meetings and workshops; we
demonstrate VM and the video generator for gathering feedback and validating the different iterations. Two
main problems came across and were addressed by:

– designing of a new language (VM) that offers adequate constructs for modeling variability information
(e.g., attributes on continuous domains) in the video generator;

– developing of mechanisms on top of VM for controlling the automated and efficient generation of con-
figurations.

Co-design of language and generator. VM was created in three main iterations. Each one adds more
expressiveness to the language and led to the revision of the tooling support. The discussions and feedback we
had during the workshops influenced the design of VM, but not only. The technical realization of variability
(i.e., in the solution space and Lua code) was another important driving force. The reason is that the
configurations generated from a VM model have to be compatible with the Lua generator. For each of the
iteration, the connection with the realization layer – through configuration files – thus validated the design
and evolution of VM. It explains why we released three versions of the video generator (see Figure 3) during
the three iterations of VM.

4 Requirements and Iterations of the Variability Language

We now specifically describe the three iterations that lead to the design of VM (see Figure 3). Each iteration
added more constructs to the language and had influence on the reasoning support as well. In this section,
we specify the concrete requirements we obtained from the different rounds of meetings.

The first iteration included basic variability modeling (features, feature packages, and relationships
between features). The second iteration included extended variability modeling (attributes and advanced
relationships between features, such as multi-features and cardinality-based groups). Finally, the third iter-
ation included extra variability modeling (model information, descriptions, and annotations). The detailed
requirements of each iteration are described in a research report [26]. In this paper, we concentrate in the
novel parts and in the realization of the requirements in VM.

We employed project meetings to elicit requirements. During a period of about 18 months, we had
five large meetings, three individual meetings with the main developer of the video generator, and regular
conversations with participants by emails. Currently, the main direct user of VM in the MOTIV project is
a team of three people from Inria, France.

The design of VM has been influenced by the technical realization (i.e., the solution space) of variability.
We jointly developed an end-to-end solution to generate configurations that are then fed to a video generator
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(see Figure 4, page 16). The connection with the realization layer – through configuration files – validates
the adequacy of VM throughout the different iterations.

4.1 First iteration: Categorization of features and basic organization of elements

Here we present the first very basic concern practitioners first had when the project started.
R1. Modeling characteristics of videos. In the first meeting the practitioners considered with interest

the idea of explicitly modeling characteristics of a video. They quickly mention the need to organize and
represent groups of “probably excluding or requiring” some characteristics. We presented the notion of feature
diagram and they mostly agree with all the constructs it provide by default.

R2. Constraint support. In the same meeting some practitioners asked if we can describe requirements
and exclude relationships between features being in different groups. Specifically, they were proposing the
example of a video that is recorded in an urban scenario and, because of that, vehicles do not leave dust
behind them. Several examples of potential constraints were given.

4.2 Second iteration: continuous and discrete variables encoding

R3. Modeling numerical and repetitive information. In the second iteration, we obtained a first version
model that provides the configuration capabilities of a video generator. However, the practitioner in charge
of generating videos told us that this approach was clearly not enough because many characteristics (or
”parameters”) are not Boolean, but rather numeric. Moreover, we cannot control how much a characteristic
may appear in the scene with only a true or false value. Here we identified the need of encoding some
quantitative properties such as the dust level behind a car or the number of vehicles that appear in a scene,
each vehicle having its own characteristics.

R4. Documentation, maintainability and readability. During a long meeting, we ended by having
a set of complex models, subject to different modifications, and elaborated by the experts from our initial
model. Because of the growing complexity, different participants proposed and asked to have constructs for
documenting the characteristics, values, constraints, etc. For instance, for improving the readability/main-
tenance of the VM model, participants wanted to describe the intent and justify the presence of an attribute
like cost (see Listing 5, page 12).

R5. Dealing with complex constraints. The addition of attributes and repetitive characteristics
prompts the need to define more complex constraints that complement the basic “requires” and “excludes”
constraints between features defined in basic variability modeling. In particular, practitioners wanted to
specify new kinds of constraints that involve features, attributes, and multi-features like ”the selection of
a countryside background implies to include less than 10 different men along the video” (see Listing 6,
page 13).

R6. Bounded domain values and precision. Bounded attributes reduce the number of possible values
of an attribute, and therefore, the number of combinations of attributes values and features. However, even
bounded attributes may have a value among an almost infinite range and it is necessary to specify which
values are the most important. For example, the bounded attribute “real man.appearance change [0.0..1.0]”
includes many and too close values (e.g., 0.00011 and 0.00012) that are not differentiated by the human eye
and it makes no sense to produce two different videos that vary only on those values. Overall, there is the
need of encoding the precision of parameters involved in the generation of a video.

4.3 Third iteration: Scaling up variability analysis

For the third workshop and after several small meetings with our coworkers, we ended by having a proposal
to express the variability encoded in a video-sequence and we were able to synthesize some basic videos.
However, we identified some lacks.

R7. Controlling the sampling of configurations. An observation is that too much configurations (and
videos) can be generated from a VM model. It has two consequences. First, some of the videos’ characteristics
are simply not relevant for the targeted scenarios in which video algorithms are executed. Second, as we
cannot enumerate and generate all videos, there is a need to sample configurations. Overall, domain experts
need to control the generation process in a fine-grained way. The use of advanced constraints (see R5)
is a possible solution, but is not sufficient. Specifically, experts wanted to maximize or minimize some
(combinations of) parameters’ values. For example, experts need to maximize the global illumination of
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MOTIV requirements VM constructs

R1. Modeling characteristics of videos
basic variability modeling

(mandatory/optional features, feature groups, hierarchy, etc)
R2. Constraint support cardinality-based groups and cross-tree constraints

R3. Modeling numerical and repetitive information
attributes (real, int),

multi-features

R4. Documentation, maintainability and readability
feature hierarchy,

model information and description,
packages

R5. Dealing with complex constraints constraints between features/attributes, wildcards

R6. Bounded domain values and precision
attribute domain, attribute types (real/int),

delta, multi-delta

R7. Controlling the sampling of configurations
delta, multi-delta,

default values, NT and ND,
objective functions

R8. Differentiate static and run-time variabilities annotations over features and attributes

Table 1 Requirements of MOTIV project and related VM constructs

the video and several parameters contribute to the illumination. In terms of sampling, we learned that the
variations of some video characteristics/parameters’ values are not necessary in some contexts, e.g., their
values can be fixed. As a result, the sampling process can focus on the variations of other characteristics or
parameters for diversifying the set of videos.

R8. Differentiating static and run-time variabilities. Some configuration options refer to changes in a
video that will remain “as is” until the end of the video (static variability). However, there are other changes
that are applied all along a video (run-time variability). For example, the speed of a vehicle can change
throughout a video sequence and is a run-time variability (see Listing 3, page 11). The explicit distinction
between these two kinds of variability is important to determine the binding time of each configuration
option. This information is exploited to scope the spectrum of configurations sampling, i.e., to only those
that have static variability.

5 Introducing VM

In this section, we describe the main constructs of VM, the variability language we have designed and
developed throughout the MOTIV project. Table 1 represents the mapping relationship of the requirements
proposed in Section 4 and the modeling constructs of VM.

Initially, we used an existing variability language (FAMILIAR) to model the problem of this project.
However, when we arrived at the second iteration, we observed that some of constructs were missing and,
when available, disseminated through different existing languages (see also Section 6.4). We found it difficult
to reuse constructs and support scattered in different languages. Therefore, we decided to develop VM from
scratch and have a complete flexibility (1) for introducing novel language constructs and defining the syntax;
(2) for developing dedicated support (edition, reasoning, etc.)

VM is a textual, human readable language that supports the modeling of (extended) variability infor-
mation. The objective of the VM language is to cope with the variability description needing existing in the
video domain. However, VM offers generic variability mechanisms that are also suitable for more traditional
variability3. We present here, in a nutshell, the basic and extended variability modeling capabilities of VM.
Naturally, we use the video domain and the motivating scenario to illustrate VM. Readers can find the
complete implementation code and grammar of VM online as well as the variability models we elaborated
in the industrial project4.

General language concepts. The elaboration of a VM model starts with the declaration of a package and
some descriptions to document model elements. Then several blocks (relationships, attributes, constraints,
etc.) are specified. Specifically, in the block Relationships, features are organized within a hierarchy together
with variability information. In another block, attributes are specified with their types and domain values
while annotations (like NT or ND), delta or default values can be added. We use the notion of feature and
attributes for referring to characteristics of a video. Features have Boolean values while attributes express a
numerical information. Attributes are associated with a feature since they describe an information related
to a feature. Multi-features are features that can be duplicated (e.g., there could be more than 1 vehicle

3 Some of the VM constructs are actually present in other variability languages while others are additional constructs or
adaptations for modeling variability. Section 6.4 compares VM with other variability languages.

4 https://github.com/ViViD-DiverSE/VM-Source
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1 Relationships:
2 scene { // mandatory root feature
3 background { // mandatory feature
4 oneOf { // alternative feature group
5 urban // grouped feature
6 countryside // grouped feature
7 desert // grouped feature
8 }
9 }

10 ? objects { // optional feature
11 someOf { //Or feature group
12 [1..5] vehicle //short way to express multi -features
13 cloneBetween 1 and 10 man /* readable but verbose way to express multi -features. It is

equivalent to [1..10] man*/
14 }
15 }
16 }

Listing 1 Feature relationships example

in a video). Finally, (complex) constraints and objective functions can be specified. The left-hand side of
Figure 4, page 16 gives a comprehensive example. More details are given hereafter for each construct of VM.

5.1 Basic variability modeling

To satisfy the R1 requirement we proposed a set of basic constructs inspired from other traditional variability
languages such as FaMa and FAMILIAR. VM defines configuration options as features and relate them in
a block called “Relationships”. This block, exemplified in Listing 1, shows a features’ hierarchy where the
selection of a feature (the child feature) depends on the selection of a more general feature (the parent

feature). On the other side, logical dependencies are expressed using groups of alternative features where
the selection of a grouped feature may be incompatible with the selection of other grouped features.

The different types of relationships available in VM are summarized next:

Root. Following traditional terminology from graph theory, a feature without a parent is called a root

feature. In VM, each relationships block can have a root feature. “scene” (see Listing 1, line 2) is an example
of a root feature.

Mandatory. Child feature is required. Corresponds to features that will be included in all possible video
configurations such as “background” (see Listing 1, line 3).

Optional. Child feature is not required. This corresponds to features that may be or may not be selected
as part of a video configuration. Optional features use the symbol “?” before their name, for example “?
objects” (see Listing 1, line 10).

Alternative-group. One of the sub-features must be selected. An alternative-group is represented using
the keyword “OneOf”. For example, we specify in Lines 4-8 of Listing 1 that one can choose only one
“background” between “urban”, “countryside” and “desert”.

Or group. At least one of the sub-features must be selected. An Or group is represented using the word
“someOf”. For example, we specify in lines 11-14 (again Listing 1) that “vehicle” and “man” are two not
exclusive alternative kinds of objects that can be placed in a scene.

Cardinality-based groups. VM adds cardinalities to feature groups to specify the selection of a mini-
mum and a maximum number of grouped features. The specification of a cardinality-based group follows
one of the two patterns:
(1) [minVal..maxVal ], or
(2) someBetween minVal and maxVal . For instance, Listing 2 states that at least two features among distrac-

tors, occultants, specialClimateConditions should be selected while it is possible to select all three features.

This construct generalizes Alternative- and Or-group (e.g., the minimum and the maximum number of
an Alternative-group is 1). It contributes to requirements R1 and R2 (see Table 1).

Cross-tree constraints.

There is information about dependencies or incompatibilities between features that is difficult or im-
possible to express in the hierarchical tree decomposition of features captured in the “Relationships” block.
The “Constraints” block fulfills that need by allowing to write a wide spectrum of constraints related to
basic and extended variability modeling (explained in the Subsection 5.2). This refers to requirement R2.
Probably, the best-known examples of basic cross-tree constraints are “requires” (e.g., A requires B - the
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1 someBetween 2 and 3 {
2 distractors
3 occultants
4 specialClimateConditions
5 }

Listing 2 Cardinality-based groups example

1 Attributes:
2 @NT string scene.comment
3 @RT int vehicle.speed [0..130] delta 5 default 40
4 real man.speed [0.0..30.0] delta 0.5 default 3.0
5 enum vehicle.identifier ["HummerH2","AMX30"]
6 real man.appearance_change [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.1 default 0.5
7 int *.cost [0 .. 1000] default 150

Listing 3 Feature attributes examples

selection of feature A in a video implies the selection of feature B) and “excludes” (A excludes B - feature
A and feature B can not be part of the same video.).

5.2 Extended variability modeling

We now present more advanced mechanisms such as multi-features, attributes and default values.
Multi-features. VM employs cardinalities5 before each feature name to specify the minimum and the

maximum configurable copies it can have. To create a configuration of a video, a multi-feature and all
its children features/attributes are cloned into copies, and each copy can be configured individually. This
contributes to requirement R3.

The specification of a multi-feature follows one of two patterns placed before a feature name:
(1) [minVal..maxVal ] (Listing 1, Line 12), or
(2) cloneBetween minVal and maxVal (Line 13).

In both patterns, minVal and maxVal are the minimum and maximum number of allowed feature copies.
An example is given in Listing 1, page 10 (see Lines 12–13). There should be at least one vehicle in a video but
the the feature vehicle can be cloned 5 times. The five instances of a vehicle can be configured individually
with other attributes like speed or cost (see Listing 3). In our example, we can also have 10 instances of man.
Overall, a video scene can have several vehicles and men, each having their own speed, appearance or cost.

Attributes. VM provides the “Attributes” block that defines properties associated with the features
expressed in the Relationships block. VM supports basic types (boolean and not boolean) and enumeration
attributes. Listing 3 shows 6 examples of attributes of types integer (int), enumeration (enum), float point
(real) and chain of chars (string). This addresses requirements R3 and R6 (see Table 1).

Attribute domains. We provide support to bounded attributes that have a value between a range of
numerical values (see requirements R3 and R6). The most basic bounded attribute is the one that has a
fixed value. The value of those attributes cannot be changed in any configuration and are comparable to
constant values in programming languages. For example: ”real man.speed = 10.5” means that if a video has
one or more men objects, their speed is always 10.5.

Some attributes of our running example are bounded. Line 2 stores a comment for each scene (@NT,
@RT and deltas will be introduced in the next Section). Line 3 defines vehicle speed as an integer number
that ranges between 0 to 130. Line 4 defines man speed as a real number that ranges between 0.0 to 30.0.
Line 5 means that “vehicle.identifier” receives only one of two possible values, ”Hummer” or “AMX30”
(these are just two of the available vehicles models). Line 6 means that “man.appearance change” receives
a floating point value normalized between 0.0 to 1.0, and finally, Line 7 defines an attribute “cost” that
ranges between 0 to 1000 and is assigned to all the features.

Default values. VM allows to the developers to establish a “default” value among a range of values and
associate it to an attribute. For example, Line 3 defines that the vehicles’ speed is 40, unless developers set
other value in a configuration. In the MOTIV project, generation of video configurations is fully automated
from the VM model. Therefore, default values are used during variables initialization using a CSP instance.
In our current implementation we achieve this by defining a custom search strategy within the CSP solver
that starts by evaluating the default values. Overall this construct addresses requirements R6 and R7.

5 The cardinalities apply here to a feature, whereas a cardinality-based group (see previous section) applies to a feature
group.
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1 @name "scene variability"
2 @version 1.0
3 @description "Part of the variability model related to the scene"
4 @author "DiverSE Team"
5 @email benoit.baudry@inria.fr
6 @organization "INRIA , Rennes , France"
7 @date "March , 2014"

Listing 4 Model information block example

1 Descriptions:
2 feat man i s "..."
3 att man.appearance_change i s "..."
4 att *.cost i s "the cost in miliseconds of adding a feature in a video sequence"

Listing 5 Descriptions block example

Model information, descriptions, and packages. VM provides the “Model information” and “Descrip-
tions” blocks that allow developers to add meaning to VM models. Listing 4 shows an example of model
information which includes tags such as “@version”, “@author” and “@date”.

The Descriptions block contains a list of definitions of features, attributes or constraints expressed in
natural language (described in the next section). Listing 5 shows three examples describing the feature
“man”, its attribute “man.appearance change”, and the the attribute “cost” that applies to all the features.

This kind of information helps to document the rationale behind a feature or attribute, the justification
of a default value or a constraint involving features and attributes. For reusability and maintainability
reasons, the language also allows users to declare and import packages. For example, users can declare
“package packageA { Relationships: ... featureX ... }”, and “package packageB” enclosing attributes that
reference the features defined in “packageA”. Import declarations have a very standard form: packageB

{ import packageA.* ... att featureX.attributeY ... }”. Packages and import declarations can be used for
other types of blocks (e.g., for specifying specialized constraints). To summarize, this construct addresses
requirement R4.

Finally, VM helps to improve reference integrity using well-formed rules: i) Only elements previously
written in other blocks can be defined; ii) it is not possible to have two root features when importing Rela-

tionships; iii) attributes must indicate the feature where they are contained using the containment designator
“.”; and iv) attributes that apply to more than one feature could use the wildcard “*” instead of the name
of the feature (e.g., cost in Line 4). These well-formed rules have been implemented and are controlled by
the Xtext editor we have developed for supporting VM.

5.3 Scaling Up Variability Modeling

VM models do not act as contemplative documentation artefacts. The actual goal is to generate a certain
number of configurations (corresponding to assignments of features values and attributes). In addition, the
configurations should not violate the inherent constraints between features and attributes. More specifically,
we aimed to generate configurations offering t-wise (e.g., pair-wise) coverage. T-wise criteria covering sets
aim to provide good error detection while keeping low the number of tests to execute. This is usually
achieved by granting that at least “t” input interactions of a program are tested. While is it possible to
assign any discrete value to the “t”, Cohen et al. [24] proved that covering the 2-wise criteria the 80% of
errors (caused by feature interactions) are detected in a software system. For example, if our system takes
three variables as input called A, B and, C; and we want to apply a 2-wise criteria we would need to cover
the interactions between A and B; A and C and; B and C. Beyond t-wise criterion, other sampling strategies
can be considered as well, both relying on solving techniques (e.g., CSP solvers).

We noticed that the video experts wanted to control and scale up the generation process (e.g., by
fixing some values or stating that a feature should not be part of a configuration). We thus equipped and
extended VM with “extra variability” modeling mechanisms to provide a scalable and purposeful reasoning
over models. In the remainder, we describe the specific requirements we addressed and the corresponding
solutions to support extra variability modeling.

Delta values. A solution for requirement R6 is a new construct called “delta”. Each delta reduces the
number of acceptable numeric values, therefore, “real man.appearance change [0.0..1.0] delta 0.1” in the
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1 urban requires vehicle
2 countryside requires clonesOf man < 10
3 countryside -> vehicle.dust == vehicle.size

Listing 6 Constraint block example

Listing 3, Line 6 will be interpreted as “enum man.appearance change [0.0, 0.1, ... 0.9, 1.0]”. This construct
can be considered as a shortcut or syntactical sugar for defining a set of linear constraints. They also describe
the precision required for properly picking some values.

Complex constraints. Our solution to the requirement R5 is to extend the basic “Constraints” block
to allow writing a much wider spectrum of constraints that includes not only features but also operations
and functions capable of handling attributes and features.

Listing 6 shows three examples of constraints, the first means that the selection of an urban background
requires the selection of the feature vehicle. The second constraint means that the selection of a countryside
background implies to include less than 10 different men along the video, and the last constraint specifies
that the size of the dust cloud behind a vehicle in the countryside is equal the size of the vehicle.

Each constraint must be a valid expression that combines variables referencing features and attributes
names, functions and operators. VM provides operators whose syntax, semantics, and precedence are very
similar to the Java language. For example, VM supports arithmetic (e.g., ∗,+), relational comparative (e.g.,
>=, <), equality (==, ! =), logical operators (e.g., requires, &&, ||) and conditional (? :) operators.

VM also allows to use functions as parts of the constraints. As an example, lets imagine that we want to
restrict the time taken to generate a video to be less than 2 hours measured in milliseconds. That constraint
is written as “sum (*.cost) < 2*3600000”. Functions can accept several parameters or may have equivalent
operators (e.g., sum and +). VM supports logical (e.g., xor, or, and), arithmetic (e.g., sum, avg, max, min)
and sets (e.g., clonesOf) functions.

Multi-range and multi-delta values. Our solution to requirements R6 and R7 is to extend the definition
of attributes with information about the several allowed ranges of values. Each range can have a different
delta that reduces the number of values considered in each range (a.k.a. multi-delta). Multi-deltas are
necessary when not all values of an attribute are equally important for creating configurations. The rationale
is that in the delta should be small in ranges that are not too important, to consider just a few values in
that range. For example, the attribute “luminance dev” could have three ranges:
“real signal quality.luminance dev [0.0 .. 8.0] delta 1.0
[8.0 .. 32.0] delta 2.0 [32.0 .. 64.0] delta 4.0”.
It allows users to decrease or increase the deltas on some subset of values that are considered as more relevant
to discretize. In a sense, domain experts can prioritize the range of values that deserves more exploration
and variability (requirement R7).

Run-time annotation. The solution for requirement R8 is to apply an annotation to indicate the binding
time of each element. For the video domain we only consider run time but there are other binding times in
other domains, e.g., load time, and link time. In our case, run-time features or attributes have values that
can change in the course of a video sequence. A run-time feature or attribute is represented using the tag
“@RT” or “@RunTime” before its name. (We also require that a run-time feature or attribute has a default
value.) As an example, the “speed” attribute of a vehicle is considered as run-time since it can be changed
during the course of a video. Line 3 of Listing 3 (page 11) shows that the speed of vehicles varies during
the video between 0 and 130.

When a run-time tag is used, we consider that the responsibility of managing features or attributes’
values is delegated to the Lua code. In particular, the Lua code can increase or decrease values at runtime
(the handling of constraints at runtime is out of the scope of this article). The CSP solver does not seek to
make vary the values of a “@RT” variable when sampling and generating configurations (i.e., the default
value is used while the CSP solver controls that constraints of VM model hold). The benefit is that it
simplifies the reasoning process since not all domain values are considered in the CSP problem. The solver
can focus on diversifying other domain values when sampling configurations. Another interest is to document
a feature or an attribute (see requirement R4).

Not translatable and not decision annotations. A solution for requirement R7 is the use of annotations
that can be attached to features or attributes. This information states how to deal with their values when
reasoning about a VM model with a solver. The not translatable (NT) means that a feature or attribute
contains information that should not be considered when creating a CSP based on the VM model. It should
be noted that NT variables should not be involved in a constraint (a well-formed rule verifies this condition).
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1 objective generate_low_lumminosity_configurations {// night scenes
2 min (sum (*. luminance_mean)+ sum(*. luminance_dev))
3 }

Listing 7 Objective function example

A not translatable feature or attribute is represented by “@NT” or “@NotTranslatable” before its name. For
example, in Line 2 of Listing 3 we considered the attribute “comment” of a scene as not translatable. This
is especially useful for t-wise calculations using a CSP since it allows us to narrow the number of variables.

The not decision (ND) annotation means that a feature or attribute is a non-decision variable in a CSP
problem. It is represented using the tag “@ND” or “@NotDecision” before its name. It should be noted
that non-decision variables are part of the CSP problem and related constraints are still enforced. However
the solver does not seek to proactively make vary their values (e.g., when sampling). This reduces the
complexity of the CSP calculation because ND tagged elements will exist in the problem but the solver does
not traverse all possible domain values during the search. In other words, values of ND tagged variables are
computed by side-effects. We rely on the Choco solver to implement ND annotations as part of the CSP
problem6.

Objective functions. For further controlling the sampling of configurations (requirement R7), users need
to specify features or attributes’ values they desire. Objective functions force the selection of some values,
and can be seen as an additional mechanism to restrict the configuration space. A solver can exploit objective
functions as part of a CSP problem. Listing 7 shows an objective called “generate low luminosity configurations”
in the “Objectives” block. This objective is defined as the minimization of the total luminance, which is
defined as the sum of the values of the attributes luminance mean and luminance dev. By minimizing the
luminance, the video generator now synthesizes video sequences with night scenes. This objective function
was discussed and implemented as part of the MOTIV project.

6 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our variability-based approach, including the design of VM. We answer to the
following research questions in different sections:

– RQ1: What are the practical considerations of applying our variability language VM? Section 6.1 relies on
different dimensions of the framework of Savolainen et al. [27] for reporting on our variability experiences
carried out in an industrial setting.

– RQ2: How effective are VM language constructs for reasoning? Section 6.2 evaluates the effectiveness of
annotations for scaling up the generation of testing configurations.

– RQ3: What are the practical benefits of a variability-based approach? As we are in an applied research context,
we aim to identify the improvements of our proposal with regards to existing industrial practice (see
Section 6.3).

– RQ4: What are the commonalities and differences between constructs of VM and state-of-the-art variability

languages? Section 6.4 discusses the literature and provides a comparison table.

6.1 Practical Considerations (RQ1)

We report on some practical considerations of applying VM, i.e., we address RQ1.
The goal is to help external readers or practitioners to evaluate if our particular experience and language

are good for their purposes. Most of these considerations were proposed by Savolainen et al. [27] which are
based on practical experiences and research carried out in cooperation with several companies – as also
happened in our case7.

Cost-Benefit. “What is the optimal model in terms of cost-benefit when taking into account construction,

usage, and maintenance?” [27].

6 See e.g., Section 2.1 of the Choco Solver documentation available here: http://www.lirmm.fr/~lazaar/imagina/
choco-doc.pdf (August 2012)

7 The classification of Savolainen et al. [27] helps to ”clarify the intent of a proposed method and [...] help practitioners
in clarifying the guiding principles for their feature modeling”. Therefore it is not a comparison framework; we use it as
a means to properly report on our experience. A cross-validation with other empirical studies is an interesting research
direction, but out of the scope of this article.
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Construction is divided in different parts the creation of the language and the creation of the model
of video variability: Language infrastructure construction. Creating a language, editor and interpreter is not
for free since there are many tasks to support, such as parsing, auto-completion, syntax highlighting, etc.
However, we discovered that new frameworks for language development make these tasks less complex and
or even fully automated. For instance, we used Xtext8 to generate the VM editor and parser, based only on
the VM grammar definition. Using Xtext, we expended about one hour to create a working VM editor for
the first iteration of VM, three days for the second iteration, and about four days for the third iteration.
Admittedly, the most difficult part was to understand how to model and interpret nested expressions and
operators precedence in the constraints block.

An extra effort for us was the connection with the Lua code and the configuration files for the VM model
to be aligned with the schema of the configuration file exploited by the video generator. We needed technical
exchanges (by emails), beyond meetings with video. This part took about one week, as it was a common
effort between the creators of the language infrastructure and the creators of the video generator.

Model creation. This task was the one that took more time; it required to understand the domain, the
requirements, and to discuss with video experts. We produced six different versions of the video variability
model during a period of about nine months. These versions were made after four large meetings with all
the project partners (these meetings focused on different topics apart from variability modeling, including
administrative issues and technical issues in the video analysis domain), and two individual meetings with
the main developer of the video generator.

Usage. Just a sketch of a feature model would be enough for communication; however, our project
justified the construction of a language and tool to support not only communication but also enable video
generation through scalable automated analysis.

A manual writing of a valid Lua configuration file takes around three minutes for the video generator
expert. Manually creating an initial set of only 500 videos would thus take hours. There is also the risk to
set invalid values and to create invalid configurations. VM supports the process to generate not only 500
but also thousands of valid and diverse video configurations that guarantee some objectives (e.g., pair-wise
coverage) in seconds. Section 6.2 complements the cost-benefit point with an evaluation of the benefits in
terms of performance scalability of the new constructs proposed by VM.

Maintenance. In our particular experience, we did not experience significant maintenance costs associated
with changes to the language grammar or the video variability model written in VM. On one side, Xtext
helped to us maintain the language infrastructure code (e.g., parser, editor, etc.) by separating generated
code from manual code. On the other side, we did not experienced major problems to update our video
variability model since the video domain is stable and the only changes that we applied were increments in
the specification.

As a conclusion for the cost-benefit practical consideration, we can say that the costs of constructing,
using and maintaining VM models are low compared with the benefits of producing automatically suitable
videos to test complex video analyzers. Similar achievements were impossible before the introduction of
variability techniques.

Completeness. “How complete is the feature model?” [27].
In our industrial settings, the resources were limited and, in general, there is potentially an infinite

number of possible videos to consider. Therefore we only selected characteristics and physical properties
of videos we were capable to realize with computer vision procedures and Lua code. The scoping process
was also driven by the diversity of situations we wanted to cover. Overall, the VM model expressed a
comprehensive set of possible videos, capable of testing algorithms in numerous contexts.

Besides we have decided to not include in the VM model some parameters of the Lua code. In particular,
we did not model the time and order in which events happen in a video sequence or the path of moving
vehicles and people in an scene. It was judged too complex to express in a variability model and beyond
the scope of the VM language. The number of valid configurations in the final VM was already considered
as high enough.

Stakeholders. “Who puts effort into and who gains the benefits of the model? What knowledge about feature

modeling methods in general and the product line in question do the stakeholders have?” [27].
VM was developed mainly by a team composed of two people (a doctoral and postdoctoral researcher) and

one lecturer at Inria, which knew about product lines and feature modeling methods. This team created the
language infrastructure, implemented a translation from VM to a CSP (presented on a previous work [10]),
and worked to connect the VM tool with the video generator.

The main developer of the Lua video generator is a video expert that provided feedback for improving
the VM design. In addition, he wrote an initial description of the important aspects that may be varied

8 http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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package fr.inria.lang.vm.examples.MOTIV {
...
@version 0.5
@author "Mauricio Alferez"
@email mauricio.alferez@inria.fr
@organization "INRIA, Rennes, France"
@publication "Pierre ROMENTEAU, 'Video Content Variability Analysis',

 Project MOTIV"
@date "January, 2015"
Relationships:
sequence {

scene{
background
? objects {

targets{
[1..5] vehicle

}
? distractors
? occultants

}
}
...

}
Attributes:
@NT string sequence.identifier
@NT string sequence.comment
...
//background
enum background.identifier ['CountrySide', 'Desert', 'Jungle', 'SemiUrban', 
'Urban', 'Mountain'] default 'CountrySide'

//Distractors
real distractors.butterfly_level [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.25 default 0.0
real distractors.bird_level [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.25 default 0.0
real distractors.far_moving_vegetation [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.1 default 0.0
real distractors.close_moving_vegetation [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.1 default 0.0
real distractors.light_reflection [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.25 default 0.0
real distractors.blinking_light [0.0 .. 1.0] delta 0.1 default 0.0

Constraints:
...
background.identifier=='CountrySide' -> vehicle.dust == vehicle.size
}

VM model

Lua configuration file

Lua 
code

config. 
generation

video variant

video 
synthesis

input of 
Lua video generator

Figure 4 From a VM model, we generate configurations that are fed to a Lua generator for synthesizing video sequences.
VM configurations are obtained through sampling and constraint solving (see previous sections). A VM configuration is
translated into a Lua configuration file (each feature/attribute has a corresponding Lua parameter).

in a video. Based on the description, the development team wrote the first version of the VM model and
used that version to communicate with the rest of the partners in the following meetings. Stakeholders from
the DGA provided comments that were addressed in the following iterations and model versions. The main
developer of the video generator also controls that the VM model follows the evolution of the parameters in
the Lua code (see Figure 4).

Taking into account the variety of stakeholders, we took the decision of dividing the VM language by
blocks, each one addressing a different concern. Video experts without too much technical expertise can focus
on concerns described in the relationships, model information, definitions, and objectives blocks. Developers
and video experts with a programming background can focus on adding annotations, constraints, deltas, or
further defining the objectives and attributes blocks.

It should be noted that we showed and shared the VM model to stakeholders, but they rarely used
the VM language for directly editing the models. They rather provided suggestions and feedbacks through
natural languages (e.g., emails) and we take the responsibility of integrating the changes into VM models.
Overall, we found that the basic feature modeling concepts were well understood in such a way stakeholders
can participate in the evolution of the VM model. However, we have not evaluated the ability of stakeholders
to directly use VM; it would require controlled experiments that are out of the scope of this article.

Domain. “Does the model represent the problem or solution domain? Does the model represent a current or

planned product line?” [27].

VM can be used to model either the problem or solution domain; both sides influence the design of VM

or to represent a current or future product line. In our experience, we first modeled the video domain from
a problem domain perspective (during meetings with domain experts), and then realize variability through
configuration files and Lua code.

Commonality. “How much commonality is represented?” [27].

Although VM mainly targets variability modeling, it also supports commonality modeling through the
notion of mandatory features. Attribute values can be fixed as well. Such language mechanisms for specifying
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commonality emerged as a means for specializing the variability model to specific testing scenarios. For
example, we can fix the value of the luminance mean attribute in order to force the generation of a certain
kind of videos.

Correspondence. “What elements of the product line does the feature model correspond to?” [27].

Mapping. Many features in the video domain VM model have a 1-to-1 relationship with code modules
that implemented the video generator. In a similar way, feature attributes tend to match input parameters
of Lua functions. 1-to-1 mappings between features in the problem space (VM model) and their realizations
in the solution space (Lua code) eases their co-evolution. In Figure 4, we give an excerpt of a VM model,
a possible configuration file, and the Lua code. We highlight in yellow the portion of Lua code related to
close moving vegetation.

Abstract features. Using 1-to-1 mappings is not a strict rule. In fact, we also modeled features that are
not mapped to any specific module to group other features or attributes. For example, the feature “objects”
does not map directly to any module, but helped to group conceptually the “vehicles” and “man” features
that have concrete mappings to the code.

Constraints. “What do the constraints represent?” [27]

VM addresses the challenge of managing and representing constraints through a set of functions and
operations over features, attributes and sets of features (e.g., “ClonesOf”). Constraints are also important
for specializing the VM model to specific testing scenarios. For instance, experts want to synthesize only
videos with a specific background (such as desert or urban) or luminance; some values are thus fixed, but
the other features or attributes are still subject to variations.

Notation. “What constructs and representation should different stakeholders use?” [27]

The VM language provides a textual notation for expressing variability. There are two major reasons.
First, some of the partners are developers of video algorithms and are already familiar with textual content.
In contrast to diagrammatic languages, participants continue to use well-established efficient tools in the
industry such as code editors. Second, numerous attributes, meta-information, and cross-tree constraints
have been specified; by construction they are textual information.

6.2 Evaluating the Impact of New VM Constructs for the Reasoning (RQ2)

We now evaluate a major automated analysis operation for sampling configurations based on the com-
putation of a pair-wise coverage [28,10]. The operation takes as input a VM model and generates some
configurations (i.e., values for features and attributes) conforming to the constraints. Our goal is to study
the effect of (1) @ND (for “not decidable”) and (2) deltas (for varying the increment of a domain) on the
performance of the operation. We expect to decrease the amount of time using meta-information (@ND and
deltas).

Data. For the two experiments, we took the complete VM model of the MOTIV project as input. This
model contains: i) 18 features containing different amount of attributes; and ii) a total of 84 attributes with
ranges going from 0 to 120000. The size of the sum of all ranges represents 2161711 integer values. We
estimate this model represents up to 10100 configurations. A key characteristic of this model is that most
of the variability is represented as numeric attributes related to physical properties.

Experimental settings. The two experiments were executed in a Dell computer running an Intel i7 M
620 at 2.67GHz and 4 GBs of RAM. The operating system was Ubuntu 12.04, with a 1.7 open-JDK virtual
machine. The implementation of the pair-wise operation internally relies on the Choco 2 solver.

Evaluating the effects of @ND. In the first experiment, we created ten groups, each one containing ten
copies of the original model. Each group has a percentage of @ND tags, which went from 0 to 100 percent.
The tags in each group were assigned to the attributes randomly. We report on the average time required
by each group. The experiment hypothesis is that the use of @ND tags improves the performance of the
pair-wise operation in the context of the MOTIV project.

Figure 5 shows the results. The time varies around 10 seconds between the models containing 100%
of @ND tags and the models with no tags. It represents an improvement of around 30% in the execution
time. The improvement is significant. But the testing operation can still scale in a reasonable amount of
time without @ND tags. At this step of the research, we thus cannot state that @ND tags are mandatory
constructs in MOTIV for scaling but it matters and helps improve the time needed. This is, we suspect that
it would be more useful for larger models; this experimentation is kept as future work.

Yet, we conjuncture that the VM model of the MOTIV project will grow in complexity and handle more
attributes and features in the future. We expect to gain even more time reduction in future releases based
on the Figure 5 tendency. Another argument for @ND tags is that we generate only relevant configurations.
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Figure 5 Time for obtaining a pair-wise coverage depending on the percentage of ND for the MOTIV feature model.
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Figure 6 Time for obtaining a pair-wise coverage depending on the percentage of constraints and ND (random feature
models).

Note that ND tags helps the solver to focus only in decision variables but this does not reduce the complexity
of the problem in terms of variable domains.

Scalability improvements in random models. The major bias of our previous experiment is the population
validity. Therefore, we extend our experiments to variability models having different feature hierarchies and
attributes nature. We performed the same operation over a set of models generated by Betty tool [29]. Betty
is a generator of random feature models with different parameters to control the number of features and
attributes, percentage of cross-tree constraints, etc.

Figure 6 shows the time required by the operation depending in the amount of cross-tree constraints and
the percentage of non decision tagged attributes. It is remarkable that the time required by the operation
is reduced almost in the same percentage as the annotations introduced. Moreover, when models are big
enough (e.g., 100 features) the time reduction is more than 30 minutes. This points out that the introduction
of extra information is handy for providing better results when implementing automated analysis tools.

Evaluating the effect of deltas. In the second experiment, we measured the impact of deltas usage
in the pair-wise operation. Specifically, we compared the time required to execute the operation with and
without deltas. When no deltas are specified, we consider an increment of “1” for integer ranges. We executed
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the testing operation with the deltas provided by our industrial partners. In this experiment no tags were
used so the improvement of each language construct can be evaluated independently.

We first observed that the variable domains were reduced in 3400 integer units in the CSP when using
the deltas optimization. The pair-wise operation without deltas took 38 seconds. When enabling the deltas
usage, the solver took 34.8 seconds. This represents an improvement of 3.2 seconds. This experiment shows
that the constructs of the language improves the scalability.

Discussion. The improvement is noticeable but does not impose the presence of deltas at this step of the
research. As for @ND tags, the potential of deltas may be more apparent with the growing complexity of
the VM model. Overall we envision the combined use of deltas and @ND to reduce the amount of time and
generation of relevant testable configurations.

Another interest of delta lies in the control of the configuration generation: Practitioners can fine-tune
the way values of attributes vary. For example, for the same range of possible real values 0..1, some attributes
vary by 0.1 whereas others vary by 0.25 (see https://github.com/ViViD-DiverSE/VM-Source/ for the VM

models). The discretization of possible values differs depending on the precision needed. Discussions with
video experts revealed that the specification of deltas is specific to each attribute; they should control deltas
such that our reasoning operation can compute relevant and diverse configurations.

6.3 Discussion: Benefits of variability (RQ3)

In this section, we retrospectively compare the three approaches used throughout the project. In applied re-

search, the objective is to create technology that is better in some manner than those already developed [25].
We aim to address RQ3: What are the practical benefits of a variability-based approach? Specifically, we want to
show the improvements of a variability-based approach in terms of automation and control thus participating
to the creation of large-scale datasets (videos).

Non generative approach (A0)

At the starting point of the project, the testing practice was either to collect existing videos or to film
new videos. Then algorithms perform over the videos and metrics are computed to determine the accuracy
or the response time. Based on the results and statistical methods, practitioners can determine the strengths
and weaknesses of their solutions.

We recall here two severe limitations. First, not only the collection of videos is a costly and time-
consuming activity but also the annotations to specify what are the expected results and thus evaluate the
algorithms. Another limitation is that the collected dataset is usually small in size and not representative of
testing scenarios. Some benchmarks exist (for example, for event recognition, see, e.g., [20]) but are specific
to vision analysis tasks and cannot be seamlessly reused (e.g., for military scenarios).

In summary, the practice we have observed at the beginning of the project suffers from a lack of automation –

precluding the establishment of large datasets – and a lack of control over the testing videos.

With the generator (A1)

With the development of a video generator (see Figure 1, page 4), practitioners can envision to build a
larger, more diverse, and representative dataset of videos for testing their algorithms. At that time, the
elaboration of a dataset consists in setting some values to a configuration file and then executes the gener-
ator to produce a variant.

Compared to a non generative approach (A0), the use of a video generator has the advantage of providing
(1) more automation: there is nor the need to film neither to annotate videos; (2) more control: practitioners
can tune the parameters to produce the video variant they want.

However some limitations remain. The approach still requires an human intervention for specifying each

configuration file. The setting of values is tedious and impractical when a large number of configuration files
has to be set. This is evident in the current VM model that notably describes 84 attributes (out of which a
large proportion are reals) and 2161711 individual9 attribute values in total can be set.

With a manual elaboration of configuration files, practitioners eventually ignore what test cases (video
variants) are covered. Moreover it is hard to augment the dataset because of the lack of automation and

9 Each attribute has a domain size, which corresponds to the number of individual values an attribute can take. We
consider deltas (see Section 5.3, page 12) for the computation of domain size. It should be noted that the number of possible
configurations is significantly greater than the sum of possible individual values – since a configuration is a combination of
individual attribute values.
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the lack of knowledge of what test cases are missing. This covering knowledge is very important since the
most situations are covered, the more practitioners are confident in terms of robustness, performance and
reliability of their algorithms. It is especially important for an institution like DGA to have a strong coverage
guarantee. It is as important for the two industrial partners to cover a maximum kind of situations and
determine if the algorithms behave accordingly.

Another limitation related to the previous observations is the difficulty of controlling the synthesis for the
synthesis of specific datasets. For instance, the synthesis of video variants in which the global luminance only
varies between, say, 0.6 and 0.8, is tedious and error-prone. In this case, practitioners have to manually set
the value while ensuring it is not dependent of another parameter; the random modification of the luminance
values and the whole process should be repeated for each configuration file. It is again impractical w.r.t. to
the number of attributes and possible domain values.

In summary, the development of a video generator still suffers from a lack of automation – precluding the

establishment of large and diverse datasets – and a lack of control over the testing videos.

Variability-based approach (A2)

The use of a VM model to pilot the generator allows practitioners to have more automation and more
control.

Instead of manually modifying each configuration file (see A1), an automated operation processes a VM

model and fully generates all configuration files. The effort of the practitioners is thus dramatically reduced.
Another benefit is that constraints over or across parameters’ values are valid by construction.

A variability-based approach also helps to specialize the synthesis. Different alternatives can be employed
for this purpose:

– putting additional constraints and specializing the VM model for specific scenarios. For instance, a specific
Background (e.g., Urban) can be set up since the application is known to be deployed in a specific military
ground. In turn the testing machinery will then consider only configurations with Urban. The benefit is
that practitioners can focus on specific testing scenarios, specializing the test suite to realistic cases;

– optimizing different objective functions over attributes: practitioners can specify the relative importance
or cost of a feature, fix some parameters, etc. Again it aims at customizing test suite to fit realistic
needs;

– precluding some features or attributes, not relevant for testing, with the use of meta-information.

In terms of covering, a variability-based approach grants, by construction, the validity of the T-wise
(e.g., pair-wise) criterion. The covering criterion can be combined with other specialization mechanisms.

Realism and exploitation of video variants. We have conducted three initiatives to validate some of the
video variants. First, at the end of the project, experts have reviewed 60+ video variants we have synthesized
with the generator. They judged that the video sequences were visually realistic and can be used to test
some algorithms.

Second, experiments made by the partners showed that some house-made video algorithms have difficul-
ties when processing certain kinds of videos. We used this time a larger sample of 500 videos. Specifically,
the precision and recall of some algorithms were not satisfactory for some video variants. Such results are
promising since they show that video variants can be used as test cases to identify weaknesses of video
algorithms. Our long term goal is to further investigate the use of synthetic video variants for testing vision
algorithms.

Third, our recent development [16] on top of VM further enforced the quality of the video generator. We
developed an automated procedure capable of detecting videos that are not of interest for computer vision
algorithms and humans. Typically, these are videos in which the vision system cannot perceive anything or
cannot distinguish moving objects from other ones; we used a sample of 4000 video variants (more details are
given in [16]). Based on machine learning techniques, we were able to automatically inject constraints into
the variability model for avoiding the generation of irrelevant videos. This increase in quality was possible
because of an explicit variability model. Without such an abstraction and without a variability approach in
general, we simply could not realize our idea and thus enforce the video generator.

In summary, the introduction of variability techniques on top of the generator induces important benefits in

terms of automation and control. Practitioners can now synthesize large, suitable, and diverse datasets – something

practically impossible with previous practices A0 and A1.
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Characteristic / Approach [38] [39] [40] [22] [41] [42] [23] [43] [44] [45] [21]

Multifeatures # # # # #      # # #  
Attributes # # # # #          
Default values # H# # # # #  #       
Deltas # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
Elements definition # #  # # # # # # #     
Constraints H# H# H# H# H#    H#    H#  
Multi-ranges and multi-deltas # # # # # # # # # # # # H#  
Run-time anotation # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
NT # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
ND # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
Objectives # # # # # #  # # H# # # #  

 addressed as goal, H#addressed but with restrictions, #not regarded as goal

Table 2 Summary of comparison between languages w.r.t. specific requirements of the MOTIV project and video domain

6.4 Comparison with Existing Variability Languages (RQ4)

Numerous languages, being textual or graphical, have been designed to model variability. For instance,
feature models have become more and more sophisticated since 1990 and their dialects have been detailed
in comprehensive surveys, for example, by Schobbens et al. [30], Benavides et al. [9], Galster et al. [31], and
Eichelberger and Schmid [32,33]. A research question we now address is RQ4: What are the commonalities

and differences between constructs of VM and state-of-the-art variability languages?

We have relied on recent comprehensive surveys [6,32,33,31] to select the variability languages. We
have also considered variability languages used in two major industrial tools pure::variants and Gears [34–37].
Table 2 summarizes the comparison of VM with some representative languages in terms of the characteristics
they address as a goal.

Most common characteristics. Boolean constructs of feature models (as supported by FODA [38],
FDL [39], SXFM [40], VELVET [41] or FAMILIAR [22]) are useful in the video domain, but not sufficient.
New dialects (e.g., UTFM [42], CLAFER [23,46], SALOON [43], VSL [44,47], TVL [45] and FAMA [21]) have
emerged to overcome the expressiveness limitations of feature models, for instance, to deal with attributes

or multi-features.

Most of the languages do not allow to explicitly change a default value for features and attributes so,
we considered that they do not address that characteristic as a goal. FDL is an example of a language that
addresses this characteristic with restrictions. It includes the construct “default” however, it only uses it to
declare a selected-by-default atomic feature in a group and not a default attribute value.

Another case of characteristics that are addressed only partially is the constraints. While constraints
have been addressed by all the languages, in most of the cases they did not consider constraints including
features, attributes values (e.g., in FODA, FDL SXFM) and multifeatures (e.g., VSL and FAMA).

Less common characteristics. The main differences between VM and the other approaches are mainly
the use of meta-information associated with features or attributes. For example, VM users can include: i)
deltas, ii) elements definitions –model, features and attributes information, iii) objective functions, iv) multi-
ranges and multi-deltas, v) meta-information annotations such as “not translatable”, “not decidable”, and
“runtime” for controlling the solver-based reasoning. As reported in Section 5.3, our industrial experience
strongly motivates the introduction of these new constructs. We also show the importance of the constructs
in terms of reasoning scalability (see Section 5.3).

Summary (RQ4). Table 2 shows that most of the individual constructs of VM can be found in some
of the languages (or are addressed but with restrictions). However, all constructs cannot be found in a
single and integrated language. Hence, VM can be seen as a unique combination of language constructs,
tailored to specific industrial needs. There are also unique language constructs like deltas, multi-ranges, and
meta-information annotations to control reasoning that are not explicitly addressed by existing languages.
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Discussion: Is there a one-size-fits-all variability language? The comparison highlights two impor-
tant aspects of variability languages. First, some common needs for modeling variability are emerging such
as the support for attributes and multi-features. Second, specific constructs are also needed and were a
prerequisite for successful adoption in the case of VM– similar observations have been reported in other
domains (see Section 8 and in particular the discussion of references [6,48,14]).

Existing variability languages do not address some of the requirements of the MOTIV project simply
because they have not been designed to. On the other hand, some languages for variability offer specific
constructs that VM does not. For instance, VM does not support visibility conditions [48] or the advanced
specialization mechanisms [23] of CLAFER, simply because we did not need them in our case. Therefore, we
cannot claim that VM represents a one-size-fits-all solution applicable to any domain or software systems.

Our experience rather shows that variability languages need to be tailored for addressing specific re-
quirements. It calls to further investigate mechanisms that would support the customization or extension
of variability languages.

Discussion of [13]: Variability languages and empirical insights. Sepulveda et al. performed a sys-
tematic literature review of requirements modelling languages for software product lines [13]. The study
includes variability modeling languages developed from 2000 to 2013.

Interestingly our work confirms some findings of the IST article [13]. First Sepulveda et al. report
that “some constructs (feature, mandatory, optional, alternative, exclude and require) are present in all the

languages, while others (cardinality, attribute, constraint and label) are less common”. Second there is a concern
for generating proposals with higher levels of expressiveness. It is in line with our previous comparison of
variability languages. Meanwhile our work contributes to the lack of empirical validation and adoption in
industry (as identified in [13]). For example, it is stated that “57% of the languages have been proposed by

the academia, while 43% have been the result of a joint effort between academia and industry”. Our research is
precisely a tight collaboration with industrial partners to capture the right level of expressiveness for VM

and to fully develop a video generator.

7 Threats to Validity

External Validity. There are two major external threats related to the scalability performance evaluation
(see Section 6.2). Concretely, (i) population validity, i.e., the model used in the experiments represents only
one concrete instance of the problem. We consider that the feature model is realistic since several experts
were involved in its design. Moreover, the result is not a contemplative model and has proved to be effective
to synthesize videos variants. It is also possible that the future evolution of the model changes its inherent
complexity and influences the results. Another threat is that the variability model does not reflect properly
the same complexity as other realistic models. In terms of modeling elements, it is a fairly small variability
model with 18 features and 84 attributes. In terms of configuration complexity, numerical attributes lead to
a combinatorial explosion of possible configurations, mainly due to real values. We estimate that the number
of configurations is 10100. That is, the number of configurations is very important despite the relative low
number of features and attributes.

To mitigate this threat, we executed a second experiment considering random models. In this experiment,
we used the Betty [29] generator that aims at mimicking attributed feature models. It is possible that they do
not cover all the properties of real models. Also, we only measured this improvement using one feature model
analysis operation from the thirty proposed in the literature [9]. (ii) ecological validity, while the experiments
have been executed for maximizing the isolation of external threads in the machine, it is possible that third-
party threads (e.g., operating systems threads) were jamming the results. To minimize the error introduced
by them in our results, we executed the analyses 10-times reporting on averages.

The validation of video variants by experts has been realized on a sample of only 60 configurations. The
reviewing of video variants is a time-consuming activity and yet is necessary for assessing the visual aspects
of a video. To mitigate this threat, we have conducted two additional experiments (see end of Section 6.3)
on a larger sample thanks to algorithms and automated procedures.

Construct validity. The scalability results are promising in terms of time required to solve problems
related to our feature model. However, we might need to perform a higher scale experimentation when
referring to multi-objectives configuration problems.

The construction of the comparison table (see Section 6.4) and three assessment values (addressed as a
goal, addressed but with restrictions, not regarded as a goal) was useful to give an overview of common and
less common characteristics and therefore, it addressed the research question. However, we might need to
employ a more specific study to compare not only the characteristics of the languages but also the different
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tools that support the languages (probably more than one tool by language) and therefore, we will need to
include more criterion.

Internal validity. Another threat is that we evaluate the practical considerations (see Section 6.1)
while being active participants of the project. To mitigate this threat, we structure the criteria according
to an external evaluation framework [27]. Generalization of the observations of Section 6.1 (e.g., for the
VM language or for the variability methodology) would require additional case studies and is premature at
this stage of the research. The goal of Section 6.1 is thus more modest; we want to report on our specific
industrial experience in a structured and disciplined way.

8 Related Works

Previous Section 6.4 specifically compares state-of-the-art variability languages w.r.t. VM and specific re-
quirements we identified in an industrial project. In this section, we consider other existing works related to
variability notations, domain-specific languages, reasoning support, test generation, and variability in the
video domain. First, we review empirical studies that have considered variability notations used in open-
source projects or in industry; it aims to complement the comparison of Section 6.4. Second, we present
works related to domain-specific profiles or languages since VM can be seen as a specific language for model-
ing variability. Third, we discuss approaches for reasoning about feature models, an important requirement
of the MOTIV project. Fourth, we establish connections with works in test generation since our approach
aims to synthesize a set of video variants that can be seen as a test suite. Finally, we discuss works using
variability techniques in the video domain.

8.1 Variability in the wild and in industry

Berger et al. [48] studied the modeling of variability in the operating system domain (Linux, eCos, and
FreeBSD are the subjects of the study). They showed that well-researched concepts of FODA feature
models, comprising Boolean (optional) features, a hierarchy, group and cross-tree constraints, are used.
They also identified domain-specific concepts beyond FODA feature models, such as: visibility conditions,
derived features, derived defaults, and binding modes.

Dumitrescu et al. [49,50] reported on their experience in an automotive model based systems engineering.
Mussbacher et al. [51] propose an extension of the Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation (AoURN)
to support variability modeling. The outcome is a holistic reasoning framework based on goal modeling,
feature modeling, and specification of scenarios. The framework has been applied on Via Verde, a real-world
product family that aims to simplify the payment processes.

A recent survey reported that feature modeling is by far the most popular notation used in industry [6].
However no details are given on the specific language constructs used for modeling variability requirements.
The industrial survey shows that pure::variants and GEARS are the most industrial tools used to model
variability. They provide support for feature models but some adaptations are needed to cover all the
requirements we faced in our industrial project. The most important was to provide reasoning support for
extra variability and a mechanism to discretize multiple ranges of values defined in continuous domains.

Interestingly, a variety of notations is used in industry – most of industrial practitioners rely on several
notations [6]. Studies of variability also show that modeling languages in open source systems all contained
domain-specific, or even project-specific language constructs [48]. Nadi et al. [14] applied the variability
language Clafer in the cryptography domain and suggests some language extensions for improving their
models. Our experience-report also highlights specific needs when modeling variability in the video do-
main. It questions the existence of a one-size-fits-all solution applicable in any industry without specific
adaptations.

The Common Variability Language (CVL) (http://www.omgwiki.org/variability/doku.php), a recent
proposal for OMG’s standard, describes a comprehensive process for modeling software product lines. CVL
includes the description of a variability abstraction model (VAM) that conceptually corresponds to a feature
model with attributes and multi-features. The language VM is compatible with the VAM of CVL, but also
comes with specific constructs (e.g., meta-information) and an associated reasoning support.
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8.2 Domain-specific profiles and languages

One solution to address specific needs when modeling variability is the use of modeling profiles. These are
particular ways to give a host language the feel of a domain-specific language. For example, Hofman et

al. [52] extended UML Activities to represent and relate different kinds of “Features”.
Another alternative is the development of domain-specific languages (DSLs) [53–55]. We want to high-

light the fact that VM provides no specific construct to the domain of video (e.g., the language construct
“scene” or the keyword “illumination”). Therefore, we can consider VM as a domain-specific language for
variability modeling in general; VM has proved to provide adequate variability constructs for the video
domain and the industrial setting we have investigated.

We have collected some evidence of the applicability of VM as a generic attributed feature modeling
language (such as SXFM, TVL or FAMA). First, we have implemented a transformation between FAMA and
a subset of VM so that the two languages are now interoperable. Second, we have elaborated VM models to
encode existing boolean and attributed feature models found in the literature and public repositories (e.g.,
mobile media [56] and the SPLOT repository www.splot-research.org). More details can be found in the
repository of VM models: https://github.com/ViViD-DiverSE/VM-Source.

8.3 Variability and reasoning support

Benavides et al. [9] made a survey of more than 20 years of automated analysis of feature models. Most
of the reasoning operations apply on FODA feature models, i.e., with Boolean constructs. It called for
more research devoted to the formalization, performance comparison and support of so-called extended
feature models. Since then, advances have been made to support attributes and multi-features (also called
clone enabled features), relying on either CSP solvers, BDD, SAT, or SMT solvers (e.g., see [57–59,8]). An
original and crucial aspect of our work is that we exploit meta-information over features and attributes
when encoding VM models and generating test configurations. It has two merits: i) reducing the complexity
of the constraint problem fed to the CSP solver, and ii) generating test configurations that contain only
features and attributes relevant for specific video analysis scenarios.

In [10], we developed testing analysis operations operating over VM models (i.e., attributed feature
models). Our previous work [10] focused on the testing operation. In this paper we comprehensively (1)
describe the variability language and (2) report on our industrial experience. The effect of deltas and @ND
(”not decision”, see Section 6.2) on scalability performance had not been evaluated either in [10].

8.4 Test generation

There exists many previous works for automatic test generation [60,61]. Constraint solving techniques are
intensively used for this purpose. We rely on the same foundations and VM can be seen as a specific
solution for expressing and reasoning about constraints. Some of the existing works specifically focus on
the generation and selection of test configurations for configurable systems [62–65]. These works focus on
managing the combinatorial explosion of test configurations and on minimizing the number of configurations
under test. However, they do not handle the generation of concrete data for testing these configurations, nor
do they handle the oracle. In particular, previous work do not generate variants of video sequences together
with ground truths, for video analysis software systems.

The variability model that we consider in this work captures variations among input data for the program
under test. Hence, our reasoning technique for sampling the set of all variants can be considered as a
special form of input space partitioning [66], in which we consider each t-wise combination of features as an
equivalence class with respect to the program’s behavior. The language VM provides advanced constructs
to control in a fine-grained way the boundaries and partitioning of the configuration space.

8.5 Variability and video domain

There is a plethora of work related to the domain of computer vision (and by extension to video analysis).
Many video algorithms have been designed and benchmarked, and form the basis of many crucial applications
of modern society. An original goal of the industrial project is to synthesize variants of videos with the
intention of testing video algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, no generative approach, guided by a
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high-level variability specification and supported by automated techniques, has been proposed or developed
in this domain.

Moisan et al. [67] and Acher et al. [68] proposed support to model the technical variability of video
algorithms. The objective was to systematize the deployment of a customized video surveillance processing
chain, suited to specific tasks (e.g., tracking of persons in an airport) and reconfigurable at runtime [67,
68]. In our industrial project, the goal and requirements are radically different: the challenge is to model
the variability of videos – not of the algorithms. This key difference leaded us to design and use advanced
variability language constructswhile Acher et al. used only Boolean constructs for modeling variability [68].

9 Conclusions & Lessons Learned

In an industrial project, we faced the original challenge of synthesizing video variants. The goal is to test
competing vision algorithms and thus determine what solutions are likely to fail or excel in specific settings.
It is crucial for the partners of the project – being providers or consumers of the algorithms – to collect a
comprehensive and suitable input of videos. The current practice, based on the manual elaboration of videos,
is very costly in resources and cannot cover the diversity of targeted video analysis scenarios. In this paper
we introduced a generative approach and we addressed the following problem: What are the variability
requirements in the video domain? How to capture what can vary within a video and then automate the
synthesis of variants?

This paper reported how specific requirements, encountered in the project and in the video domain, have
shaped the design of a textual variability language (VM) with advanced constructs and reasoning support.
We learned the important lessons from our industrial experience. First, basic variability mechanisms à

la FODA – Boolean (optional) features, hierarchy, group and cross-tree constraints – are useful but not
enough and attributes and multi-features are of prior importance. Second, meta-information is relevant for
(1) performing efficient computer-aided analysis of VM models, and (2) controlling the generation of testable
configurations (e.g., to focus on specific attributes of features). Third, different iterations were needed to
identify and implement additional specific constructs (e.g., deltas and binding mode) when connecting VM

to the video generator developed by the industrial partners [11]. Finally, we learned that variability modeling
can be effective in complex domains involving highly configurable systems. We are now able to synthesize
300Gb of videos representing around 3958 different video sequences. Moreover, those videos have been
generated optimizing different parameters such as the luminosity or the contrast.

The point of the paper is not to present yet another variability language. We rather want to highlight
the specific requirements we faced throughout the project, in the video domain, leading to the design and
use of existing (or novel) variability constructs. Our experience, as others [49,48,6], question the existence
of a one-size-fits-all variability language applicable in any industry. On the one hand, some common needs
for modelling variability are more and more becoming apparent (e.g., support for attributes and multi-
features [8,23,57]). On the other hand, some language constructs (visibility conditions, deltas, or meta-data
to control the reasoning, etc.) are quite specific to subject systems and particular domains. Overall, it calls
to further investigate the design space of variability languages as well as mechanisms that would support
the customization of variability languages. From that perspective, we concur with Sepulveda et al. [13] that
additional empirical studies are needed.

In our research, we have not evaluated dimensions of the VM language like learnability, readability or
productivity. A research direction for future work is to conduct user experiments with VM.

Variability is gaining momentum in an increasing amount of domains and applications. The synthesis
of video variants is a positive experience and an additional illustration. It perhaps explains the diversity of
existing techniques, practices, tools, and languages for capturing variability.

We are now in the process of launching a very large-scale testing campaign over thousands of video
variants – something clearly impossible at the beginning of the project (i.e., without variability support).
As future work, we plan to investigate the effectiveness of sampling techniques [69–74] (e.g., pair-wise
criterion) in our specific context and domain. We also plan to apply statistical methods for assessing vision
algorithms and eventually building prediction models of their non functional properties [75–77].
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